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Introduction
• Ethics Pronouncement 200 (EP 200) was issued by ISCA
and is effective on 1 November 2014
• Adopted by the
Committee (PAOC)

Public

Accountants

Oversight

• It is applicable to professional accountants* in:

*

-

Business

-

Public practice and professional firms

Professional accountants refer to an individual who is a member of the
Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants (ISCA)
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Introduction

- Scope for EP 200
Section/Category of
Professional Accountants

2
Reporting
and tippingoff

3
Systems and
controls

4
CDD and
records
keeping

5
Reporting,
training,
compliance,
hiring and
audit

Professional accountants in
public practice and
professional firms, providing
services other than those
stated in para 1.5 of EP 200
pronouncements

Mandatory

Mandatory

Good
guidance

Good
guidance

Professional accountants in
public practice and
professional firms, providing
any services described in para
1.5 of EP 200 pronouncements

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Good
guidance
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Introduction
- Extract of para 1.5 of EP 200
“When professional accountants in public practice and
professional firms which prepare for or carry out transactions for
their clients concerning the following situations:
(a) Buying and selling of real estates;
(b) Managing of client money, securities or other assets;
(c) Management of bank, savings or securities accounts;

(d) Organisation of contributions for the creation, operation
or management of companies;
(e) Creation, operation or management of legal persons or
arrangements, and buying and selling of business
entities.”
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Introduction
- Commencement of EP 200 inspections by ACRA
2015
Firms that audit
listed entities (PIEs)

Jan 2017
Firms that audit nonlisted entities (non-PIEs)

• EP 200 inspections for non-PIEs are conducted by ISCA
inspectors with ACRA’s oversight

What to expect for an
EP 200 inspection from
ACRA
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- Before inspection

One month
notice period

Sole Proprietorship/Firm

Inspection Date

• ISCA inspectors will request for information prior to the
commencement of an EP 200 inspection
• Firm is expected to provide the requested information
prior to onsite inspection accordingly
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- Documents to get ready before inspection

A&C

List of clients
with risk ratings:
- New
- Existing
- Resigned
(with reasons)

STR filing
(if any)

Training materials
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- During inspection
• Inspectors seek clarifications to understand the
firm’s EP 200 policies, procedures and controls
implemented
• Select samples to test/verify the following under
client’s acceptance and continuance processes:
- Evidence of approval as required by the firm’s
policies
- Evidence of background checks performed
and identification of Beneficial Owners (BO)

- Documents to support conclusions to
continue risk ratings or change in risk rating
(if any)
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- During inspection

On-site inspection not
more than 3 working
days
Unlike the PMP, EP 200
inspections are not
billable
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- After inspection
Findings report issued to sole proprietor or
firm for confirmation of factual accuracy and
comments

Breaches of EP 200 requirements will be
assessed via Complaints and/or Disciplinary
Committees with oversight by the PAOC
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Deliberation process for an EP 200 inspection
EP 200 breaches/findings
by inspectors

PAOC

Proceed with inquiry
under Complaints
Committee (CC)

Issue letter of advice
and/or warning, etc.

Constitute a Disciplinary
Committee (DC)

Impose sanctions; e.g.
impose conditions,
penalties, suspension
and/or cancellation
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- Severity of findings
The severity of the findings on EP 200 inspection is
determined by:

a) The significance of the findings
• Measures the extent of non-compliance with EP 200
b) Occurrence of the findings
• Dependent on the frequency of lapses found in the
samples tested
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What to expect for an EP 200 inspection from ACRA?
- Range of sanctions for non-compliance of EP 200

1

• Warning/undertaking from firm to
remediate immediately

2

• Restriction to accept new clients
for one year

3

4

• Fine amount ranged from
S$5,000 to S$30,000 and
restriction to accept new clients
for one year

• Suspension of firm from carrying
out public accounting services for
a period up to two years

Names of Public
Accountants/firms will be
published on ACRA’s website
www.acra.gov.sg/notices/

ACRA’s expectations on
compliance with EP 200
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Implementation dates
EP 200 Pronouncement (effective on 1 November 2014)
Section 2
 Reporting and tipping-off
 Procedures when possible money laundering or
terrorist financing is discovered or suspected

Dates for firm
to comply by

1 Nov 14 or
before

Section 3
 Establishing policies, procedures and controls on EP
200, risk-based approach and group policy (if
applicable)
 Training on EP 200 Pronouncement (both PA and staff)

1 May 2015 or
before

Section 3
Perform procedures according to firm’s EP 200 policies
and procedures

FY after 1 May
2015
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Reporting and Tipping-off
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Mandatory to lodge a suspicious • PA/Firm expected to
transaction report (STR) to the
document the considerations
Suspicious Transaction Reporting
and conclusions of the
Office if one knows or has
circumstances that are
reasonable grounds to suspect
suspicious to warrant a STR
transactions related to money
laundering or terrorist financing
(regardless of the amount of
transaction)
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Establishing policies, procedures and controls
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

All professional firms should have • Firms to comply with this
in place systems and controls to
requirement, and
address money laundering and
professional accountants
terrorist financing concerns
should comply with the
policies, procedures and
controls implemented by the
firm
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Establishing policies, procedures and controls
(cont’d)
Firm’s policies, procedures and controls should include the
following:
• Risk assessment and management
• Group policy (if a group exists)
• Customer due diligence (CDD)

• Records keeping
• Reporting procedures
• Ongoing training
• Hiring
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Risk assessment and management
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

• Professional firms should have in • Firms should ensure that the
place processes to identify, assess,
policies, procedures and controls
monitor, manage and mitigate money
implemented are complied with
laundering and terrorist financing
risks
• Professional firms shall:
• To comply as per requirements
- Take appropriate steps to identify
and assess their clients’ risk;
- Document the risk assessment in
order to be able to demonstrate
their basis;
- Keep these assessment up-todate; and
- Have appropriate mechanisms to
provide
risk
assessment
information
to
relevant
authorities
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Group policy (if a group exists)
Professional firm
Branch
Subsidiary A

Subsidiary B

Subsidiary C

EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Professional firms shall:
• To comply as per
- Develop and implement group-wide programmes
requirements
on AML and CFT, including policies and
procedures for sharing information within the
group required for the purposes of CDD and
money laundering and terrorist financing risk
management
- Ensure
adequate
safeguards
on
the

confidentiality of and/or exchange of information
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- EP 200 requirements on Customer due diligence
(CDD)
• CDD enables effective identification and reporting of suspicious
activities
requires or recommends developing a thorough
understanding, through appropriate due diligence, of the true

• CDD

beneficial parties to transactions, the source and intended use of
funds and the appropriateness and reasonableness of the
business activity and pattern of transactions in the context of the
business

• CDD requirements may be integrated with the firm’s client

acceptance and continuance procedures

• Professional accountants shall comply
implemented by the professional firm

with

the

CDD
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EP 200 requirements on CDD
- What to cover?
• Identify the client and BO
Who is the Client?
Who is the BO?
• Verify the identities of the client and/or BO using reliable,
independent source documents, data or information

ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- When to perform CDD
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Firms should perform CDD measures when:
- Establishing business relationships;
- Carrying out occasional transactions;
- There is a suspicion of money laundering or • CDD measures shall
apply to all new and
terrorist financing; or
existing clients in the
- Where there are doubts about the accuracy
first year of EP 200
or adequacy of previously obtained client
implementation
identification data

For existing clients, firms may apply CDD
measures on the basis of risk, taking into
account whether and when CDD measures have
previously been undertaken and the adequacy
of data obtained
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Timeframe to complete performing CDD
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Reasonable timeframe
- Within 30 working days after
establishment of business relations
- To suspend business relations if
uncompleted before 120 days
- To terminate the business relations
if uncompleted after 120 days

• CDD measures shall
apply to all new and
existing clients in
the first year of EP
200 implementation
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EP 200 requirements on CDD
- When to perform enhanced CDD?
• Firms should perform enhanced CDD measures when:
- There are higher risks of money laundering or terrorist
financing; or
- Political Exposed Persons (PEPs) are identified/involved
- BO is a foreign PEP
• Firms should also have an appropriate risk management system
in place to determine whether clients or BO are foreign PEPs.
E.g. proactive steps should be taken to:
- Assess clients’ risk profiles and business model
- Verify CDD information obtained from client; and
- Carry out firm’s own research on such clients
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Records keeping
EP 200 requirements

Firms

shall

prepare,

ACRA’s expectations

maintain

and

retain • To comply as per

documentation on all its business relations with,

and transactions for its clients such that:
- All requirements imposed by law are met;
- Any individual transaction can be reconstructed
so as to provide evidence for prosecution of
criminal activity (if necessary);
- Review by relevant authorities in Singapore on
firm’s business relations, transaction records
and CDD information is enabled and the level
of compliance with relevant laws and
compliance with the EP 200 pronouncement
can be assessed; and
- Firms can satisfy, within a reasonable time
imposed by law or by any requesting authority,
any enquiry or order for information from the
relevant authorities in Singapore

requirements
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Records keeping
- Period to retain
A period of at least 5 years following:
a) The termination of business
relations for all information
obtained through CDD measures;
b) The completion of the transaction
and/or search performed for
record keeping purposes
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Records keeping
- What to maintain?
Records can be maintained in:

• A complete file of all internal STRs filed should be maintained,
whether or not these were subsequently reported, together with
all internal findings and analysis done in relation to them

• All these internal reports should be excluded from client files to
avoid inadvertent or inappropriate disclosure of information and
protect against the threat of tipping off
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Reporting procedures
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Establish a single reference point • To comply as per
within the firm to whom all
requirements
employees are instructed to
promptly refer all transactions
suspected of being connected with
money laundering or terrorist
financing for possible reporting to
STRO
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Ongoing training
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

All levels of professional staff have

• As per requirements,
not restricted to just
audit staff

Refresher training should be held at
least once every 2 years, or more
regularly when there have been
significant developments

• As per requirements

undergone training on EP 200
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Ongoing training
- What to cover in Firm’s training programme?
EP 200 requirements:
Firm’s training programme may be tailored accordingly to its
size, nature and complexity, and should cover (at a minimum)
the following:
- Requirements of the AML and CFT legislations;
- Prevailing techniques, methods and trends in money
laundering and terrorist financing;
- Indications of money laundering and terrorist financing;
- Risks of tipping-off;
- Firm’s internal policies, procedures and controls on AML and
CFT, and the roles and responsibilities of professional
accountants
- The need to obtain legal advice in situations where there is
doubt about the legal framework and requirements
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Ongoing training
- Who should attend EP 200 training?
Per EP 200 requirements:

 To ensure the effectiveness of training, firm should
monitor attendance and take appropriate follow-up
action on staff who absent themselves without reasons
 Evidence of firm’s assessment of training needs and steps
taken to meet such needs
• Information to be retained for at least 5 years (in line
with the record retention policy)
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ACRA’s expectations on compliance with EP 200
- Hiring
EP 200 requirements

ACRA’s expectations

Professional firms should
• To comply as per
have adequate screening
requirements
procedures in place to ensure
high standards when hiring
employees
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Changes on EP 200 introduced on 28 March 2017
- To come into effect from 1 June 2017
Key changes introduced include:
a) Added definitions of “connected party” and “PEP”
b) Provide clarity on identification and verification of BOs

c) Removal of exemption for identification and verification of
BO for government entities
d) Disclosure of trustee status

e) Extend screening requirements to cover the BO of the client,
natural persons appointed to act on behalf of client and
connected parties of the client
f)

Make existing Supplement A of EP 200 mandatory for
auditors
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SPEAKER PROFILE
Chye Kit is the Co-Founder and Managing Director of Cynopsis
Solutions and is responsible for its general operation, strategic
direction and product development in the headquarter, Singapore.
He is also responsible for driving its overall sales and marketing
effort in Asia. He is also the Founder and Director of CCK Solutions
offering Compliance advisory services to small medium enterprises.
Chye Kit has 20 years of financial and capital markets experience in
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WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?
• ISCA Ethics Pronouncement 200
• Accountants Act
• Corruption, Drug Trafficking and Other Serious
Crimes (Confiscation of Benefits) Act
• Terrorism (Suppression of Financing) Act
• United Nations Act

MONEY LAUNDERING

Source: www.unodc.org (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime)

Operate bank accounts
/ Book-keeping
Set up companies
/ Directorship
CSP/Acct

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

Source: www.unodc.org (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime)

TERRORISM FINANCING

Donat
ion

$$

$$

$$

HIJACKED
KIDNAPPED $$
Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

WHAT IS AT STAKE?
• Reputation
• Fines and Penalties
• Sanctions
• Censures and Disciplinary Actions
• Criminal Liabilities

WHAT IMPLEMENTATION
CHALLENGES?
• Do you understand what regulatory obligations are there?
• Do you care if money laundering and terrorist financing is
happening?
• Do your staff know how to carry out customer due
diligence?
• Do you know how to adopt a risk-based approach?
• Are you documenting what you have done properly?
• What about on-going due diligence?
• Have your staff undergone AML/CTF training?
• By the way, what do you do with MAS Designated List of
Entities and Individuals?
• and so on…

ARE YOU STILL IN A DENIAL
MODE?

IF YOU ARE, IT’S ABOUT TIME YOU
WAKE UP
• EP 200 - effective since 1 Nov 2014
• It has been in force for >2 years now!
• Now ACRA and ISCA will be carrying out reviews to
assess whether you are in compliance or not
• That’s why this event is full-house!

HURDLES TO OVERCOME

STEP 1:
Recognise compliance is
non-optional

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

Read &
understand
EP200

Read again
(because you probably can’t
understand it 1st time round

HURDLES TO OVERCOME

STEP 4:
Design & Implement IPPC

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

STEP 5:
Figure out Riskbased Approach

STEP 6:
Customer Due
Diligence &
Screening

HURDLES TO OVERCOME

STEP 7:

STEP 8:

Manual vs Automated?

Whose BAU will
this become?

Analogue vs Digital?

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

STEP 9:
Effectiveness?

UNDERSTANDING AML/CTF
OBLIGATIONS
AML/CTF Requirements
Risk-based
Approach
Risk
Assessment

Record
Keeping
Documentati
on

ECDD/SCDD

Audit trail
On-going DD

Screening

PEP
Sanction
Adverse
Media

IPPC
Compliance
Audit
Employee
Training
STR

Build Your Strong AML/CFT Pillars &
Foundation
Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

IPPC
• A very important document to protect you
• It should detail your approach, procedures and
steps to be taken in the entire customer due
diligence process
• Template versus Customised
• Whatever you do, it just need to reflect what you
say you will do as well as what exactly is being done
• Don’t simply take a template and forget about it

RISK ASSESSMENT

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

RISK ASSESSMENT
• Key Risk Drivers and
Customer Risk

Components

Country Risk

Tax Risk

Screening Risk

Operational Risk

Product/Services
Risk

Industry Risk

Occupation Risk

Structural Risk

Distribution Risk

• Risk Scoring, Risk Rating & Risk
Bucketing
Low

Medium

• On-Going Due Diligence
Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

High

Objective,
Consistent,
Measureable
Methodology

vers
us
Subjective,
Discretion, Caseby-Case Basis

CUSTOMER DUE DILIGENCE &
SCREENING
• Verify customers as (1) who they are and (2) who they
are not
• Google versus Commercial Databases
• Obligation is at (1) onboarding point as well as (2) ongoing
• In order of importance and severity of getting it wrong
1. Sanction / Terrorist Financing
2. Politically exposed persons
3. Persons with adverse media

• Documentation, time-stamp and audit trail of work
done
• Question: What do you do with MAS Designated List of
Entities and Individuals? Terrorist Alert List? MHA IMCTD List?

RECORD KEEPING
•
•
•
•

Manual versus Automated?
Analogue vs Digital?
Do you fill up more forms?
ISCA EP200 Implementation Guidelines and CDD
Templates
• Time-stamping, audit trail and evidence of work done
• KYC record keeping obligation – at least 5 years after
termination of business. However, if your business
relationship with client continues, standard customer
due diligence records and subsequent on-going due
diligence records are to be stored for as long as you or
your client survive.

WHOSE BAU DOES THIS BECOME?
•
•
•
•

Your audit field team?
Your admin / secretary?
Yourself?
Everyone has a responsibility… from data entry, field
manager, audit partner
• Ultimately, the responsibility to ensure compliance with
EP200 lies with senior management of your firm
• This means that if the processes are not embedded
within your work flow when you take on new
customers, refresh existing clients, there will be control
gaps

EFFECTIVENESS
• Audit 101 on Controls
 Preventive – have you implemented adequate prechecks?
 Detective – on-going monitoring, cyclically refresh due
diligence
 Corrective – if you identify gaps, what corrective
measures are taken?

• Compliance and Audit Arrangement
• Employee Screening
• Training
• Do you know what to do with STR?

AT THE END OF THE DAY…
• You are not expected to operate as a policeman,
detective or investigator
• Your ethics and professionalism are called upon to help
prevent money laundering and terrorist financing
through your firms

You have a
policy that
sets out
what you
will do

Your have
trained
your staff
on what
they are
required to
do

Copyright @ Cynopsis Solutions Pte. Ltd.

Your staff
know and
understand
what they
must do

You have
adequate
documentation
to prove that
you have done
what you say
you will do

You have
mechanism to
assess
effectiveness
of what you
do

THE END

info@cynopsis-solutions.com | 6816 2740 | 42 Tras Street, #03-02, S (078981)

Support for SMPs on
Implementation of Ethics
Pronouncement (EP) 200
20 April 2017

Tan Chiu Ping, Sharon
ISCA Quality Assurance

© 2017 ISCA

ISCA QA Initiatives to Support Implementation of EP 200

Issuance of Illustrative Internal Policies,
Procedures and Controls (IPPC)
• The illustrative IPPC is incorporated in the Illustrative Quality Control
Manual (IQCM) issued by ISCA QA

Conduct Quality Assurance Review (QAR)
• To assess the adequacy of the firm’s IPPC for compliance with EP 200

Conduct Customised In-house Training
• To meet specific learning needs in the implementation of EP 200

© 2017 ISCA

Illustrative Internal Policies,
Procedures and Controls
(IPPC)
© 2017 ISCA

Illustrative IPPC (Incorporated in the IQCM)
FREE
Download

IQCM serves to provide guidance to
practitioners of SMPs in their implementation
of SSQC 1
Incorporated guidance for implementing
policies, procedures and controls for
prevention of activities related to money
laundering and the financing of terrorism, in

accordance with

EP 200

© 2017 ISCA

Updates to EP 200
28 March 2017 – Amendments to EP 200

© 2017 ISCA

Updates to IQCM
Enhanced IQCM incorporating the amendments to EP 200
available for download at ISCA website

© 2017 ISCA

Quality Assurance Review
(QAR)
© 2017 ISCA

Quality Assurance Review (QAR) Programme

Voluntary programme that
aims to help participating
public accountants improve
their audit practices



Assess the adequacy of the firm’s IPPC for
prevention of activities related to money
laundering and the financing of terrorism.



Identify areas for improvement and propose
recommendations and action plans.



Review scope covers:


Review of the firm’s
compliance with EP 200;



Review the implementation process
(including review of documentation, forms,
templates and checklists); and



Conduct
interviews
(with
partners,
managers and staff) to assess their
understanding of the firm’s IPPC and the
requirements for the prevention of money
laundering and financing of terrorism.

IPPC,

ensure

Email: qualityassurance@isca.org.sg

© 2017 ISCA

Customised In-house Training
© 2017 ISCA

Customised in-house training on EP 200
 To meet specific learning needs of SMPs in their
implementation of EP 200
 QA team will meet up with you to better
understand your needs and design a customised
training programme tailored to your firm’s
requirements

Email: qualityassurance@isca.org.sg

© 2017 ISCA

EP 200 Project
- Timeline and Milestones
© 2017 ISCA

EP 200 Project - Timeline and Milestones*
Planning
discussion

Milestones/Deliverables

Initiate

Meetings and calls to understand
about firm’s IPPC and/or firm’s
training requirements
Preliminary assessment of firm’s
IPPC

Duration

Training

Training materials
prepared by ISCA
QA based on
firm’s training
requirements
ISCA QA conducts
customised inhouse training
for all level of
professional staff

4-6 hours

2-3 hours

Quality
Assurance
(QA) Review

Training

ISCA QA conducts QA
review to assess
adequacy of firm’s
IPPC

• Review the firm’s
IPPC
• Review the
implementation
process
• Conduct interviews
with various levels of
professional staff

Training materials
prepared by ISCA
QA based on
review findings

Closing meeting to
discuss review
findings and proposed
recommendations

ISCA QA conducts
customised inhouse training
for all level of
professional staff

3-4 days

2-3 hours

*may vary across different firms

© 2017 ISCA

Contact Us
Email us at qualityassurance@isca.org.sg if you are
interested to schedule a firm visit with the QA team
on the following initiatives:
 Quality Assurance Review
 Customised In-house Training

© 2017 ISCA

Important disclaimer
This Presentation (the Presentation) has been prepared by ISCA for the exclusive use
of the recipients to whom it is addressed.
Each recipient agrees that it will not permit any third party to, copy, reproduce or
distribute to others this Presentation, in whole or in part, at any time without the prior
written consent of ISCA, and that it will keep confidential all information contained
herein not already in the public domain.

The Preparers expressly disclaim any and all liability for representations or warranties,
expressed or implied, contained in, or for omissions from, this Presentation or any other
written or oral communication transmitted to any interested party in connection with this
Presentation so far as is permitted by law. In particular, but without limitation, no
representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of, and no
reliance should be placed on, any projections, estimates, forecasts, analyses or forward
looking statements contained in this Presentation which involve by their nature a
number of risks, uncertainties or assumptions that could cause actual results or events
to differ materially from those expressed or implied in this Presentation.
In furnishing this Presentation, the Preparers reserve the right to amend or replace this
Presentation at any time and undertake no obligation to update any of the information
contained in the Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies that may become apparent.
This Presentation shall remain the property of ISCA.
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